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STORY OF DEMOS HELSINKI
In 2005 we realised that nobody is looking at what megatrends actually mean when they hit our 
everyday life and business. We founded a hybrid think tank and consultancy to do precisely that 
– to bridge the gap between understanding the future and making it happen.

In 10 years we have grown into an innovation, research and business acceleration powerhouse. 
We employ 40 people, and have successfully served hundreds of companies, governments, 
universities and NGOs globally in creating a better future for themselves and the society.

» demoshelsinki.fi 

http://www.demoshelsinki.fi
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‘BowTie’ experiment (NYC, US)



“Dia sin carro” (Bogota, CO)



Knowledge sharing of 
experiments and their 
challenges 

1. STRATEGIC EXPERIMENTS
Managed by the government
(e.x. Basic income experiment)

THREE LEVELS OF EXPERIMENTING IN FINLAND

2. EXPERIMENT ZONES
Experiments connected to certain 
verticals or geographical locations
(e.x. Smart Kalasatama liveability 
experiments)

Support, tools and 
networks

Finnish government 
supports experimentation 
culture on three levels: 

3. GRASSROOT LEVEL 
EXPERIMENTS 
Local and/or small scale 
experiments (e.x. Hämeenlinna 
minipilots for social sustainability)



Circular economy and cleantech 
pilots with cities and businesses – 
disclosing new solutions and 
business models

2016-2018



Two innovation platforms 
developed simultaneously

TURKU
Experiment platform for 
different material flows together 
with SMEs

HELSINKI
Experiment platform & 
accelerator for university 
based startups on cleantech 
and circular economy



HELSINKI CLIMATE GOALS

2035 Carbon neutral city

30% reduction of C02 by 2020 
(consumption-based) 

20% energy efficiency improvement by 2020 
(citizen-specific energy consumption)

20% share of renewable energy of the procurement of 
electricity, district heating and district cooling by 2020



1. Provide researchers a showcase opportunity how they can help 
solving climate and environmental challenges for city of Helsinki

2. Provide validation opportunities, business development and 
commercialization path for researcher teams and startups (TRL >) 

3. Create a prototype model for innovation platform that could be 
implemented to new Helsinki Institute of Sustainability Science 
(HELSUS)

4. Test the testbeds and open innovation platforms’ capabilities to 
engage new actors

PROJECT OBJECTIVES IN HELSINKI
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EXPERIMENTS

TEAM

CO-
CREATION

RESULTS

NEED

EVALUATION

KICKOFF ACTION PLAN

CO-CREATION TOOLS

MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
RESEARCHER TEAMS

OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

INTERESTED IN 
COOPERATION?

IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
OF EXPERIMENTS

Engineering, Business
Sustainability, Design, IT, Physics, 
Biology

Associations

Business developers
Experts

City

Company

CityUniversity

TRL, new solutions,
 products and services

PROTOTYPE FOR EXPERIMENT CO-CREATION PLATFORM



SOME EXPERIMENTS 
IN TRY OUT PROJECT



ZEN ROBOTICS 

ZenRobotics is the leading supplier of 
intelligent sorting robots for the waste 
industry.

EXPERIMENT

Technology testing and machine learning to 
teach the robot to sort different type of textile 
waste. 

→ This technology accelerates drastically the pace 
of sorting textile waste, which is usually done by 
manual labour. 

→ Applying this technology on large scale creates 
feasible business models for textile waste 
recycling. 



AIQU 

AiQu brings cost effective multi-sensor air 
analysis to every office. By linking real time 
environmental data to outside sources they 
can measure, show and tell how air quality 
makes us feel, now and in future.

EXPERIMENT

Air-quality sensors tested in elementary school 
with reported poor indoor air.

→ Technology feasibility demonstrated with 
alarming discoveries in the indoor air 

→ indoor-air improvements and building 
renovation measures in line. 



REMSOIL
Using agricultural waste, milled and sterilized 
abattoir waste to biostimulate microbes in 
polluted soils.

EXPERIMENT

Several demonstrations of treating polluted soil 
in municipality’s landfill facilities.

→ Biostimulation as a validated solution
→ Business model found and several new clients 
acquired throughout Finland
→ Experiment served as a critical driver to 
showcase the feasiblity of the solution and 
gained trust amongst public clients. 



MOPRIM
MOPRIM turns motion sensor based data into 
meaningful information. MOPRIM can 
recognize the mode of transport (car, bus, 
train etc.) based on smartphone motion 
sensors and also analyse the data efficiently. 

EXPERIMENT

Proof-of-concept experiments with several cities. 

→ The technology and application is currently 
used in the city of Lahti who is piloting Personal 
Carbon Trade (PCT) scheme to insentify 
individual carbon reductions from 
transportation. 



✓ Because you can’t simply plan the roll-out of complex issues 
and solutions.

✓ Because experiments enable testing the feasibility of the 
solution before its wide implementation.

✓ Because end-users and stakeholders can decide whether the 
solution is good or not. 

✓ Because you can accelerate the development process with 
experiments.

✓ Because experiments can be used as a vehicle to showcase 
stakeholders and investors that you are holding more than an 
idea.

WHY TO CARRY OUT 
EXPERIMENTS?



There’s a lot of hype around 
innovation platforms and 

testbeds, but how are they 
managed within cities? 



1. Apply portfolio approach to the management of  different platforms
2. Set clear objectives together with stakeholders and link them 

explicitly to city’s strategic goals
3. Define entry-points and opportunities for new stakeholders
4. Define roles, responsibilities and assign facilitator(s)
5. Secure funds and resources with rapid pilots and experiments
6. Engage people. 

Critical aspects upon managing
innovation platforms and testbeds
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Demos Helsinki’s approach to 
categorize and manage testbeds

DECREASES INCREASES
Openness

Uncontrollability
Number, diversity and engagement of stakeholders 

Scope of focus
Link to policy steering

Aim for dynamics, culture and mindset change



Thank you
for listening!

Antti Lippo
antti.lippo@demoshelsinki.fi
@xlippo

Louna Laurila
louna.laurila@demoseffect.fi
@LounaLaurila


